
IS IT PROPER FOR THE CHRIST-FOLLOWER TO PRAY IMPRECATORALLY?
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The Real Question 

      Instead of the question being “Should Christians pray these prayers?” Perhaps the question should be, 

“How did Godly men in the Old Testament pray such prayers?” The Old Testament is replete with “love your 

enemy” as seen in Proverbs 25:21-22 (Slide). Again, one may think Paul is being original in his Romans 12 

precept only to find that he is borrowing from the Proverbs writer. 2 Kings 6:22 (Slide) finds Elisha instructing 

the King of Israel to feed his captured enemies thus providing principle for the Proverbs precept. All of this is 

important for those who claim to be followers of the One Who always does right (Genesis 18:25). 

 

The God of the Old Testament is Jesus in the New Testament 

The God of Abraham in the Old Testament who would not destroy the righteous with the wicked in 

Sodom (Genesis 18:25) was apparently bent on showing mercy in that same episode. Moreover, when the 

“Sons of Thunder” asked Jesus if they could bring down the judgment of God upon the rejecting Samaritans 

(Luke 9:54-55), Jesus told them they were not aware of whose influence they were operating.
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 This shows that 

God is far more interested in showing mercy than He is in bringing hasty judgment. Even the episode of 

Nineveh’s repentance in Jonah 3-4 is evidence that God “takes no pleasure in the death of the wicked” (Ezekiel 

33:11). Therefore Biblical exegesis determines whether answering imprecatory prayer is within the scope of—

not just the Spirit of Christ, but of—the Spirit of God in a Scripture-wide perspective.  

 

Moses in the New Testament 

     Moses spoke of “loving your enemies” as well as Jesus.  Most readers are surprised that the “God of 

vengeance,” to whom David prayed imprecatorally was also the One Who commanded that one “love their 

neighbors (even their enemies) as themselves” (Leviticus 19:18). Jesus was actually quoting Moses in Matthew 

22:39 while many probably think He was being improvisational in summing up the law. Therefore, it seems like 

the question should not be “Should Christians use imprecatory prayers as a model for prayers?” Rather it seems 

as though the question should be “When may Christians pray such prayers?” 

 

Resolution for the Believer 

Since these are New Testament ideals found within the Old Testament, the corollary is that imprecatory 

prayers can be potentially righteous in the New Testament.
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 It seems, then, that one can both love their neighbor 

and still only have desires that God should have—that is to say, one might be “pro-destruction” concerning 

those whom God has already deemed worthy of destruction. 

 

Simon the Sorcerer 

Acts 8:20 (Slide) cites Peter telling Simon the Sorcerer, “Your money perish with you.”  However, 

verse 22 makes it clear that Peter had some insight that Simon the Sorcerer’s real issue was with God.  Peter 

only spoke what He knew was already accomplished in Heaven’s mind. 

 

Those Being Shipwrecked 

    1 Timothy 1:18-20 (Slide) cites Paul’s mentioning two fellows who fell away from the truth.  He 

pronounced them “given over to Satan” so they would learn not to blaspheme.  Paul had apparently known that 

this was the work of God in their lives to consequently recover them from the “way of shipwreck” otherwise 

one would need to wonder from where is there a need to “recover” them?  

 

Earth-Dwellers 
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      Revelation 6:9 (Slide) cites the martyrs for Christ who were asking God to do that which God had 

already purposed to do. Verse 10 shows that the Lord was set to “judge” their persecutors and that they were 

merely awaiting His timing. These “souls” knew it was God’s will to judge his enemies.  Moreover, they saw 

their enemies as God’s enemies. Revelation 6 records those under the “5th Seal” who were clearly martyrs for 

their identity with Christ as praying for God to judge their persecutors. Therefore, a believer saying their 

enemies are also the enemies of God, can pray these prayers. 

 

David and Imprecatory Prayers 

      David is the paramount exerciser of this imprecation. Of course he is generally associated with the Book 

of the Psalms—a book which includes imprecations within about 100 different verses in Psalms 5-7, 9, 10, 17, 

28, 31, 35, 40, 52, 54-56, 58-59, 68-71, 74, 79, 83, 94, 104, 109, 129, 137, 139-141 and 143.
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The Gospel-Centered Paradigm 

      If there was a problem with Peter, it is that he was imprecatory in nature. John 18:10 records Peter’s 

attempted redemption
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 as the “great defender” by stepping forward and seeking to do harm to “God’s enemies.” 

Jesus makes it clear to Peter that this was a circumstance into which God had led His Son (John 18:11). He goes 

on to say that He has the power to actually pray an imprecatory prayer for immediate deliverance—implying 

that it would be answered (Matthew 26:53).
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 This the reader knows: When given the opportunity for 

imprecatory prayer, the Jesus Who said “love your enemy” and “pray for those who use you and persecute you” 

(Matthew 5:44) then prayed “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they do” (Luke 23:34). It seems 

that a believer should always default to this position, but are there allowances to pray for God’s wrath upon His 

enemies? That has already been affirmed. However, a Spirit-filled believer is really the judge of such things as 

he prays. He is required to pray with the aid of the Holy Spirit (Ephesians 6:18) and He will be sorely 

disappointed when His prayers are not answered if this issue is not judged rightly (1 John 5:14-15). 

      Stephen was a man who understood the “default position” of “pray for those who despitefully use you 

and persecute you.” For when He saw the Son of Man
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 at the right hand of the Father, this was a fulfillment

8
 of 

Daniel 7 and the soon coming judgment of the “Ancient of Days” and the “Everlasting Kingdom.” He had every 

reason to believe as a student of the Scriptures that Christ was coming at that moment to judge. He had every 

reason to pray as David did. The only explanation is that he had a fearful understanding of what it mean to “fall 

into the hands of the living God” (Hebrews 10:31) and that he knew this was a terrible fate even for those who 

were stoning him. Lest the reader feel as though there are two “gods” presented in Scripture, another Old 

Testament proof text is necessary:  “Do not rejoice when your enemy falls, and do not let your heart be glad 

when he stumbles; Lest the LORD see it, and it displease Him, and He turn away His wrath from him” 

(Proverbs 24:17-18). 

 

Conclusion 

     One must be willing to “pray in the Holy Ghost” (Jude 20).  That is, the Holy Ghost must lead the believer in 

his prayer life as well so that the believer can pray for Heaven’s will to be done on earth. Of course, many 

people believe their cause is just and that God should be on their team as honorary members of “the sons of 

thunder” (Luke 9:49). Yet, it must be remembered that God delights in mercy (Hosea 6:6) and only when 

this mercy is refused does God “laugh at the calamity of the wicked when he calls” (Proverbs 1:26). 
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